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Figure 10. Geographic map of earthquake data
needed for quantitative analysis

Figure 11. Plot of travel-time versus distance with
only relevant data
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Inspect MATLAB-produced line-of-fit and other coefficients
(such as r  value) to assess validity of predicted velocity:

Figure 14. Line-of-fit (in red) applied to
reduced travel-time plot of lower slope

V = 8.1 km/s

Figure 15. Line-of-fit (in red)  applied to
reduced travel-time plot of upper slope

V = 8.1 km/s

data collected by stations

BACKGROUND

Figure 2. Regional map of Central American
land mass with tectonic plates marked in black

Figure 3. Seismic station locations in Costa
Rica 
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Details of Earth's structure beneath the Talamanca Mountains are not well known. By examining
how fast seismic waves travel through the ground after an earthquake, we can identify different
velocities and interpret them as properties of different materials. Using multiple observations, we
can study the distribution of different types of rock in the upper 50-80km of the Earth.

This study:
- sources data from the RSN (Costa Rican National
Seismic Network) to organize archaically formatted raw
seismology files
- builds a tool in MATLAB to

- read earthquake location from data files
- select data based on geographic location of
receivers in relation to an earthquake source
- plot time after earthquake origin versus distance
covered by seismic waves 
- create a map of the region
- analyze data by linearizing travel-time plot 
- inspect travel-time curve by using linear
regression to determine the velocity of seismic waves

Now we have a tool to effectively utilize existing earthquake data to analyze the region
quantitatively. Though currently achieved plots include a degree of scatter in data and lead to
inconclusive or conflicting theories, running data from several different earthquakes spanning the
same region will help narrow current conclusions.

Figure 1. Topographic map of Costa Rica depicting 
region of interest in this project

Next steps of this project:
- use MATLAB to implement automatic quality control of data (manual process as of now)
- expand current MATLAB tool to process several earthquake files at once
- cross-reference findings with parallel research projects to confirm conclusions

This project succeeded in:
- designing tools through which earthquake data can be used to quantitatively study geology of a 

        particular region 
- implementing a measure-of-fit to test accuracy of predictions versus real data

All of the above means we can now interpret geologic composition of a region by identifying what materials
make up the regional crust and the upper mantle, how they change laterally, and the depth of these materials.
While this project aims to draw conclusions about Costa Rica's Cordillera Talamanca region, the MATLAB
program designed through this project can be used to process any  raw seismology file produced by a widely
used earthquake analysis tool SEISAN.

To effectively process data in files from the RSN
(which are in a raw format originating in the
1970s), use MATLAB to:

- parse file text for necessary information
- store relevant information in arrays
- cross-reference parsed data with
earthquake receiver information (ex.
location, names)
- perform necessary calculations and plot
data meaningfully

The latter step is done in several parts.

Build map of earthquake origin in
relation to all relevant receivers
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Figure 7. Geographic map of earthquake source (orange)
connected by lines to all earthquake receivers that collected data

Plot distance covered by seismic waves
against time taken to reach each receiver:
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Figure 8. Plot of travel-time versus distance Figure 9. Plot of travel-time versus distance with
marked areas of discrete slopes

Visually inspect travel-time vs. distance plot
to choose sections for analysis by
identifying discrete slope sections:

Visually inspect map to identify data
overlapping area of interest; filter by azimuth
and recreate map with selected relevant data:

Verify with travel-time plot (using newly
selected relevant data) that data is clear of
outliers:

Travel-time: to calculate t, time
taken to travel between earthquake
source and receiver in seconds:

Reduced travel-time: to calculate
 t    , reduced travel time in seconds:

True velocity: to calculate velocity
from reduced travel time curve:

where
d is distance traveled from
source to receiver
V is predicted velocity

Eq. 1 Eq. 2 Eq. 3
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To effectively analyze data from plots and maps
created, use MATLAB to:

- create reduced travel-time versus distance plot to
impose predicted velocity upon real data
- study discrete slope sections separately
- test accuracy of velocity prediction with measure-
of-fit linear regression

Reduced travel-time plots with varying predicted
velocities (V):

1 With Eq. 2, use velocity prediction to calculate reduced
travel-time and plot against distance. 
 

Predicted velocity is more accurate to data as slope    0

V = 7.3 km/s V = 7.5 km/s

V = 7.8 km/s V = 8.0 km/sWhy the Cordillera Talamanca region?

Principle of Seismic Refraction

reduced

The Cordillera Talamanca mountain range experiences an unexplained lack of volcanic and
seismic activity, as compared to the land masses directly surrounding it. Study of the region's
geological structure could help explain this phenomenon.

Figure 4. Seismic wave refracting on lower
boundary layer and returning to surface

Figure 5. Plot of travel-time versus distance for
seismic waves both refracted and before refractions

Choose relevant earthquake data:
- shallow origin depth (<20 km)
- large range of distance covered
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Raw Earthquake Data File
Figure 6. Raw SEISAN file containing data
for a single earthquake event

earthquake occurred at 6/26/2019 12:01:43.1
 

origin location (8.317, -82.839)

station EDAD received first P-wave:
- at time 12:01:51.85
- at distance 51.7 km
- at azimuth 316º

information not used in this
project

 

Figures 4, 5 taken from Burger, Sheehan & Jones. "Introduction to Applied Geophysics"

Apply linear regression to reduced travel-time plot,
separating by identified slope sections

where
H  M  S  is time of earthquake origin in
hours, mins, secs

 

H  M  S  is time seismic waves were
received at station in hours, mins, secs
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where
V is true velocity
V  is predicted velocity
S  is slope of reduced travel-time
plot
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Figure 16. Table of coefficients produced
by MATLAB for upper slope

Though we expect predicted slope V = 8 km to fit the upper
slope, the downward slope clearly indicates our predicted
value is too low. Try linear regression again with V = 8.1 km/s

Figure 12. Line-of-fit (in red) applied to
reduced travel-time plot of lower slope

Figure 13. Line-of-fit (in red) applied to
reduced travel-time plot of upper slope

V = 8.0 km/s V = 8.0 km/s

calculated slope = -0.00018354, 
 meaning slope is near zero and
prediction of V = 8.1 km/s is accurate

other statistically significant variables
are calculated, and could potentially
be used for further analysis


